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The 2.3 Class has had a mixed year, but with signs of improving racing fleets and new 

countries taking part as the year progressed. 

Five different countries were represented at the Worlds in Medemblik, where it was pleasing 

to welcome representatives from two new countries, Malaysia and Greece.  The Greek 

sailors coped well with the difficult conditions and anticipated competing in future 

International Events.  The Malaysian sailor won the Event. 

A sailor from Japan also competed, and the Class is expecting a very large fleet for the 2018 

Worlds in Hiroshima, Japan, where 2.3s are raced extensively as they are in other Asian 

countries. 

In the UK more youth groups are being established, which are beginning to feed sailors into 

the Traveller series and some of them, having gained in experience, are also hoping to 

attend the 2017 Europeans. 

The Class continues to be well supported in Portugal and at an excellent standard, which 

was reflected in two podium places at the Worlds.   

Although no Australian 2.3 sailors travelled overseas this year, the Australian Nationals were 

well supported, including a welcome return to the Class of the winner Belinda Hill.  The 2017 

Asia Pacific Championship in Geelong, Australia, is expected to be well attended. 

I look forward to a continuing resurgence of the 2.3 Class in 2017. 

 

Lindsay Burns 

IHCA 2.3 Representative 

 

  



Hansa Class 303 Representative Report – 2016 IHCA AGM 

 

1. After the 2015 AGM there was a lengthy period of discussion and negotiation regarding the 

subject of crew seating in the 303, and the use of electronic compasses across all Classes. The 

committee eventually reached a compromise on both issues and a draft of the rule changes was 

prepared for WS approval. 

 

2. The size of the 303 Single Person and Two Person fleets at the Class Worlds (held this year in 

Medemblik, Netherlands) were a little smaller than expected but fairly consistant with previous 

international events. 

 

 303 1 Person 303 2 Person 

2012 Worlds AUS 24 25 

2013 Europeans SUI 26 24 

2015 Europeans UK 22 24 

2016 Worlds NED 20 25 

 

3. The 303 was one of the boats tested and under consideration by PWS for selection as a two 

person non-technical class. A decision is expected to be made at the WS/PWS AGM in early 

November. 

 

4. Chris Mitchell unveiled a new optional splash cover intended for use on the 303 to minimize 

water ingress. I have not received any comments yet on this new equipment. 

 

Zoltan Pegan 

IHCA 303 Representative 

15 Oct 2016 



IHCA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 2016 - LIBERTY REPRESENTATIVE REPORT 
 
Although or course still lagging behind on 303’s and 2.3’s numbers, the worldwide Liberty fleet has 
expanded again with six new boats available.  
 
Liberty S Hansa Class Distribution Octobre 2016 

Nations 01-01-2016 new this year Octobre 2016 

AUS 39  39 
CAN 10  10 
ESP 1  1 
FRA 4  4 
GBR 25  25 
GRE 1  1 
HUN 0  0 
ITA 5  5 
JPN 5  5 
MAS 5  5 
MLT 1  1 
NED 7 3 10 
NZL 19  19 
POR 3  3 
SIN 2  2 
USA 14 3 17 

16 Nations 141 6 147 

 
There was a great turnout for the Hansa Worlds in Medemblik, the Netherlands, a splendid event 
well organised by Akko, Liza, Rivka and Hendri, of course assisted by a whole group of other 
volunteers. The racing conditions were great for the Liberty (maybe a bit less for 2.3 and 303), and 
we had a marvellous starting field of over thirty boats, the biggest so far and some lovely, 
competitive sailing going on! Sarah Dunckley (NZL) took hold of the first position on day two, didn’t 
let go of it throughout the races and finally won first prize. Vera Voorbach (NED) finished first in the 
servo class. 
 
Hansa (Access) Class Worlds - Number of Liberty sailors 

 Non-servo sailors Servo sailors Total 

2010 – Rutland, United Kingdom 11 5 16 
2012 – Sydney, Australia 20 5 25 
2014 – San Francisco, USA - - - 
2016 – Medemblik, the Netherlands 24 7 31 

 
During the Worlds, we had interesting discussions with regard to the closed nature of our class in 
combination with personal adaptions made to the boats, including an organised group discussion 
with IHCA president Russell Phillips and general member of the IHCA committee John Figgures. The 
discussed items will hopefully be used to better inform the class members (for instance how much 
time the evaluation takes, if approvals are personally or not as this is not very clear, what to do about 
frequently used adaptations and so on).  
 
A number of other race events were available this year, although a number of them (especially in 
Europe) were not open for Liberty boats or did not attract enough Liberty’s to compete. There is 
room for more events that include Liberty’s.  
 



In July, shortly after the Worlds, the Facebook group ‘Hansa Liberty’ was initiated, to inform the 
active Liberty users, to discuss upcoming issues with regard to rules, regulations and any other 
Liberty-related subject and to promote the exchange of knowledge about our boats amongst our 
sailors. Currently, there are 49 members (with Russell Phillips, Vera Voorbach and myself as 
administrators). Any person who is active in sailing a Liberty is welcome to join and to start relevant 
discussions. Please inform your sailors and ask them to join this group! 
 
What is to come? These past few months, there have been two development meetings, one in Italy 
and one in the Netherlands.  Here, the boats nominated to be future Paralympic sailing boats were 
displayed, discussed and reviewed. The Liberty, as well as the 303, is amongst these nominated 
boats. In the next few months, a decision will be reached. The Liberty would allow persons of any 
ability to freely participate in Paralympic sailing, something that would be new to the world and very 
welcome too (in my personal opinion). If the Liberty would be included, possibly, we do need to keep 
a watchful eye on developments that will hinder current boats  entering in future national and 
international racing events that comply to class rules. If the Liberty is chosen, this would be very 
good news for the class as well as Liberty sailors and hopefully lots of future sailors! 
 
For the upcoming Europeans in 2017, we look forward to hear if Mèze, France was able to secure its 
bid on providing the racing venue for this event. 
 
The next Worlds will be held in Hiroshima, Japan in the fall of 2018. The members of the organising 
committee are very enthusiastic and the venue should be excellent. Among sailors, there are also 
several concerns, especially as there are no Liberty’s present in Japan as we speak. At the Worlds 
2016, a member of the committee informed me of their plans to recruit up to 8 Liberty’s for rental by 
2018. However, other Liberty’s have to be shipped in as well to enable a proper Worlds race. As a lot 
(the majority?) of the Liberty’s are privately owned, some kind of sponsorship to enable passage to 
and from Japan would be very welcome, to acquire a fleet similar to that of the last two Worlds. Also, 
issues with regard to (local and interlocal) transport and accommodations need attention. We do 
look forward to a splendid event! 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Hi Everyone  
 
Sorry for the late SKUD 18 report I have been so focused on trying to get the SKUD back in as a 
Paralympic Class that this report got a bit neglected. 
 
Back in May I wrote an open letter to Para World Sailing raising a number of concerns and 
asking a number of questions around the Sailing Equipment Evaluation process or lack of.  My 
letter was well received by many of the sailors and despite never getting a reply from Para 
World Sailing it did start a great discussion amongst SKUD and other Para Class sailors.  I 
approached other SKUD sailors to tell their side of the story and open letters to PWS were 
sent from Australia, Canada and USA, had this not been during the build up to Rio others 
would have also written letters.  For myself and many others it was alarming to hear that the 
SKUD was not being considered as a Paralympic Class moving forward.  Thanks to the  work 
of myself and others we have managed to get the SKUD back on the table for consideration 
and I’m hopeful that PWS will have the wisdom not to drop what is the 49er of the Paralympic 
Classes.  Please read my two attached letters to PWS for further detail. 
 
Now getting to the sailing, leading up to the Paralympics we saw some great fleets of SKUD’s 
racing in Garda, Medemblik and Melbourne with plenty of smaller regattas also taking 
place.  Once again it was great to see the SKUD’s back in action at the Paralympics and Rio 
certainly did not disappoint providing some great racing with some of the most dramatic 
backdrops we have seen in sailing.  Congratulations to not only the medal winners but all the 
teams that put in all the hard work to get to Rio to represent their countries.  Of course I 
cannot forget to thank our Secretary David Staley for all the hours and hours of work he put in 
to ensure the sailing in Rio was a huge success for all.   
 
I hope to be popping the champagne in November and celebrating the re-selection of the 
SKUD as a Paralympic Class.  Whatever the decision we need to work hard to build up the 
numbers of people sailing the SKUD.   
 
Kind regards  
 
Tim Dempsey 
SKUD 18 President 
 



19 May 2016 
 
 
Open letter to: 
World Sailing and Para World Sailing   
 
 
Dear World Sailing, Betsy and Para World Sailing Committee. 
 
Re: Sailing Equipment Evaluation. 
 
I appreciate the work and time you are all putting in to get sailing back into the 
Paralympics.  But sadly it seems the communication to sailors leading up to the Sailing 
Equipment Evaluation recently held in Garda was lacking with sailors not knowing it was 
happening until they turned up at the venue.  Also it has not been communicated how sailors 
that do not attend the regatta’s in Garda and Medemblik get to have their say or how they can 
try one of the proposed boats out.   Added to this, the entire process seems extremely rushed 
and appears to be being pushed through while many sailors are focused on the Rio 
Paralympics.   It seems to be a very closed process with only a few pre selected classes able to 
put their equipment forward with some given more time to prepare than others.  
  
Why do all the potential Paralympic classes have to be locked in 2 months after the Rio 
Paralympics?  Obviously PWS can’t wait too long to make decisions on new classes but let’s at 
least make sure they are robustly evaluated and raced in at least 1 regatta and in the top wind 
range first.    
  
The process seems a bit backwards should step one actually be to identify the sailors PWS is 
trying to cater for?  (Maybe you have done this but just not communicated it)   Is PWS aiming 
to cater for the same number of athletes as the Paralympics do at present?  Reading the media 
releases and making a few assumptions would make me think that you are looking at a total of 
3 classes the 2.4mR, a one person non technical class and a 2 person non technical class, is this 
correct?  Does PWS want/need to include a percentage of women?  Is there still a want/need 
to include 1’s and 2’s? (I will refer to 1’s and 2’s as TPA’s from here on).       
  
“Following feedback from the International Paralympic Committee (IPC), World Sailing and 
the Para World Sailing Committee made the decision to review the equipment used in the 
Paralympic classes.”  Published by PWS 8 May 2016.  So why has the 2.4mR seemingly been 
excluded from the review?  Surely if we are to have a complete and transparent evaluation 
then all 3 current Paralympic Classes should be included?  There is a lot of references to 
reducing the cost of the classes and the 2.4 certainly does not seem to be great value for 
money for a one person boat nor is it particularly appealing to the media and spectators, it’s 
also difficult to work on and not very easily launched off a boat ramp.  (No disrespect to the 
talented athletes that sail them) One would assume due to the lack of reference to the 2.4 that 
this means it has been selected already?   If this is the case it should be communicated how it 
meets the equipment evaluation criteria.   
  
 Sadly for the Sonar the logistics of transporting them takes that class out of contention.   
  
As for the SKUD which is the 49er of the Paralympic fleet and the only boat that is modern, 
safe and exciting for spectators, media and sailors.  This is the one boat you should be working 
hard to keep in the Paralympic mix.  If dropping the SKUD is such a great idea then perhaps 
the Olympics should replaced the 49er with an RS Feva which is a great boat and certainly 
much cheaper than a 49er.  



  
Don’t throw the SKUD out because it has not grown as fast as you think it should have, rather 
understand why the SKUD fleet has not grown as fast as it could have.  
  
From the outset the SKUD had the most restrictive criteria of any Olympic or Paralympic class 
in history imposed on it.  The two restrictive criteria being the gender requirement and the 
disability requirement.  Initially the disability requirement was set so high that it had to be 
relaxed to make it easier to put teams together.   Combined these two criteria have severely 
impeded the growth and development of the SKUD.  Despite the huge restrictions the SKUD 
has done remarkably well and has expanded to 18 countries, brought more women and 
sailors classified as TPA’s into Paralympic sailing.   
  
Yes the SKUD is a little more expensive that the likes of say the RS Venture but not as 
expensive as it is going to be for the 18 Countries that currently sail SKUD’s to sell their boats 
that will now be worthless and buy RS Ventures or the like.  Many countries have made huge 
investments into research and development which has lead to some great innovations that 
many other countries have copied, all this investment will now be lost as teams will have to 
start again with another class.  All this at a time when there is no sailing in the Paralympics 
and it is going to be extremely hard to raise funds to move to a class that has not and may not 
ever be in the Paralympics.  Rather than going back and starting from zero it would be much 
easier to drop one of the restrictive criteria from the SKUD and give the class the ability to 
expand on it’s current world-wide distribution.  There is also now a secondhand market for 
MK2 SKUD’s so emerging nations can enter the fleet without the need to purchase brand new 
boats, MK1’s are also available which are very affordable training boats.  Imagine how much 
bigger the second hand market would be if the SKUD had not been so restricted.   I have 
spoken to the manufacturer and he is prepared to look at the cost structure of the boat to 
make them more affordable.       
  
From a logistics point of view the SKUD is no more difficult to pack into a 20’ container than 
an RS Venture and takes up only slightly more room.  With the correct beach trolley/trailer a 
SKUD can be launched from a boat ramp.  The SKUD can easily be sailed by non disabled 
sailors or a mixed crew, it can be quickly and easily changed from “Paralympic Configuration” 
to an open configuration with crew on the trapeze or hiking in about 20 minutes.  It can even 
be sailed in a 3-person configuration.     
 

 
(Myself on the helm and Stephanie Hazard 2012 NZ Olympic sailor on the wire) 
 
The SKUD enables TPA’s and fully able sailors to compete together like never before.  The 
above photo shows how disabled and able-bodied sailors could in fact compete together in the 
Olympics and not actually look out of place! (Radical thinking that most are not ready for)  
 



  
The Weta and Windrider look like great options and multi hulls certainly are very popular at 
present.  The reality is that the Weta will capsize or pith pole at some point when raced at a 
high level.  I don’t know enough about the Windrider’s likelihood of capsize but it looks 
unlikely.  Capsizing should not be a deal breaker, it just means it is only suitable for those with 
minimal disabilities.  The Weta should not be dumbed down in the hope it will not capsize 
rather it should be sailed by those that can cope in a capsize situation.  So if the 2.4 and the 
Weta or Windrider or Hansa 303 featured in the mix sailors with a minimal disability would 
be well and truly covered.   So assuming you want to cater for TPA’s that only leaves them 
with 2 options the RS Venture or the Liberty.     
  
You are saying PWS wants to “widen the range of disabilities that are able to sail in the 
Paralympic classes” I can not see how the current line up of new boats achieves this any better 
than before and PWS seem to be neglecting TPA’s and certainly do not seem to be offering 
them many viable options apart from the Liberty.  TPA’s could sail Liberty’s but unless they 
have a separate division only a very limited few if any Servo/TPA sailors will be in the fleet at 
a Paralympic games as it is very hard to use winches to replicate the efficiency of someone 
who does not need to use them and can move their weight around in the boat.  
  
It seems no one has really thought through the configuration that the RS Venture is to sail 
in?  Who are you looking to cater for?  A TPA on the helm and a crew with minimal 
disability?  If so the crew will need to operate all of the control lines as most TPA’s do not have 
the ability to grip ropes and/or the strength to pull them.  In strong winds it will be difficult 
for the TPA to helm when on the leeward side, the boat will also be quite unbalanced if crew 
and helm are a different weight.  I have sailed a SKUD with a fixed seat and joystick steering 
and it is very uncomfortable and difficult to steer when the boat is heeled in strong winds.  Did 
any TPA’s sail in the RS Venture in Garda?  Has a TPA sailed one in 20knots or more?   I’m yet 
to be convinced that the RS Venture is a safe and viable option for TPA’s as I have heard one 
did capsize in a Regatta in Rutland 2 years ago.  I would however still be keen to try one out in 
New Zealand.  
  
I do not envy your job of getting sailing back in the Paralympics but please provide us all with 
more information of what is happening and what is planned and don’t rush this process 
through.  
  
I look forward to your response.   
  
  
Yours sincerely  
  
 
  
Tim Dempsey  
Auckland, New Zealand 
 



PWS Equipment Evaluation summary 

 

To the Para World Sailing Committee. 

 

Please find my most recent views expressed in this letter, despite being the President 

of the SKUD 18 Class the views expressed in this letter are my personal views. 

  

Sailing format 

Currently it takes 6 long days to decide the medals in sailing, compared to most other 

sports this is a very long time period.   If the races were shorter more races could be 

completed each day and the medals could be decided much sooner. 

 

For example if say the Weta was selected as a single person class we could have 9 – 11 

races over 3 days for males followed by 3 days of racing for females.  This would really 

help to include more females in the sport, for developing nations and those on tight 

budgets they could use one boat for 2 events.  By having the first medals decided after 

only 3 days it would create much more media interest over the entire week rather 

than all the media interest being on the sixth day of sailing.   

Potential schedule of racing 

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 

Weta Male Weta Male Weta Male 

 

   

   Weta 

female 

Weta 

female 

Weta 

female 

SKUD SKUD SKUD SKUD   

 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4  

 

The above schedule would see medals decided on days 3, 4, 5 and 6, this would really 

lift the profile of sailing throughout the Paralympic Games.  The number of events 

increases by one, while the number of athletes is reduced by 1.   

 

Sailing Course changes 

Just changing the courses and moving them closer to shore will make very little 

difference to lift the appeal to media and spectators.  It needs to be in conjunction 



with onboard cameras, drones, live tracking and big screens onshore to bring the 

action to the spectators.   To really give spectators a clear picture of what is happening 

on the water we need to use on screen graphics similar to those used to make the 

America’s Cup racing understandable to the general public.  Before the use of the 

virtual eye/graphics the average punter had very little idea of what was going on.  

 

Shipping 

The SKUD and Venture take up about the same amount of container space.   One of the 

most important things for shipping is for Nations/Teams to be able to fit all 3 classes 

into a 20’ container, the SKUD, Weta, 2.4 and a small RIB would all fit into one 

container.  There is not really a need to have to fit as many of one class as possible into 

a container because unless someone is going to provide container loads of boats for 

sailors to use it is not needed.     

 

Options being proposed for 1’s and 2’s 

In various media releases PWS have made it clear that 1’s and 2’s are an important 

part of the disability mix and they will be catered for moving forward. Of the classes 

being proposed only 3 can cater for 1’s and 2’s.  The Liberty, SKUD and RS Venture.  It 

is important to understand that the 303 is not suitable for 1’s and 2’s.    

 

SKUD Versus RS Venture Pricing 

I keep hearing the message that the SKUD is expensive compared to an RS Venture so 

lets dig a bit deeper.  Yes the SKUD is more expensive but your not comparing apples 

with apples.  The SKUD is a high performance sport boat and the Venture is a 

recreational dinghy so the price is never going to be the same.  It also appears that RS 

are putting out a, to good to last price as the current price being quoted is less than 2 

years ago.  It also appears that the RS Venture price does not include shipping 

however the retail SKUD price is inclusive of shipping, depending where in the world 

you are shipping you can add as much as $2k - $4k for shipping.  The percentage price 

difference between the SKUD and Venture is about the same as the 2.4 and the Weta 

for example, yet no one seems to be questioning that.   As I have previously circulated 

it is important to look at the overall cost for a class to hit the magic 32 nations 

number, not just the cost of one boat versus another.  For the Venture to hit 32 it will 

cost at minimum $2 million for the SKUD to get from 18 – 32 will cost at minimum 



$1.1 million.  With no guarantees of Sailing getting back into the Paralympics most 

nations funding will have dried up or at best been significantly cut back so to expect 

teams to find money for new classes is not wise.     

 

It is clear that their will need to be at least one new class selected with the option of a 

second new class if the SKUD is dropped.  So if the SKUD was replaced with another 

class nations would now have to come up with funds for 2 new classes not just one, 

again with the current funding cuts is this wise?   

 

Why the RS Venture is not suitable for 1’s and 2’s 

The side-by-side non-canting seating will be uncomfortable and unsafe for 1’s and 2’s.   

It appears when sailing up wind the person to leeward would not be able to easily see, 

so the helming would have to be shared.  So on one tack with the crew to windward 

the crew would have to helm and crew, while the 1 or 2 becomes the passenger till the 

boat is on the opposite tack with the 1 or 2 to windward and able to steer again.   With 

the seats side by side it puts a 1 or 2 much closer to the water when the boat is heeled 

over particularly in the 20 knots and above wind range.  A major safety feature of the 

SKUD is the wide side decks and large amount of flotation, particularly in the stern.  So 

even in a knockdown a 1 or 2 who is strapped into their seat is safe in the SKUD.    

 

What makes the SKUD a great choice? 

 Cheaper to keep the SKUD than replace it as it is already in 18 Nations. 

 Modern looking, appealing to spectators and the media. 

 Many see it as the 49er of the Paralympic fleet. 

 Caters for the widest range of disabilities, 1’s & 2’s on helm, 3’s -7’s crewing.  

No other boat can cater for every disability! 

 Proven safety record for 1’s and 2’s. 

 Much safer for 1’s and 2’s as a more able person is onboard. 

 Can be sailed by 2 or 3 people 

 Ability for coach to be on board allowing novice sailors the opportunity to 

experience sailing an exciting, fast, modern boat.  

 Can be sailed by disabled and/or able-bodied sailors. 

 Can be ramp launched. 

 Country gennakers makes it easy for spectators to identify boats. 



 With the gender requirement removed it will be much, much easier to put a 

team together. 

 With the gennaker and jib modified to furling option a much larger range of 

disabilities will be catered for, the furling changes will allow for 3’s to crew 

competitively. 

 Price has remained very stable for 10 years. 

 The secondhand market for both MK1 and 2 SKUD’s is becoming more 

established with developing nations able to start a programme relatively 

cheaply, especially if they start with MK1 boats.  

 

SKUD’s for developing Nations 

Daniel Fitzgibbon and myself have pledged that we will each donate a SKUD to a 

developing Nation if the SKUD remains a Paralympic Class. 

 

Most cost effective option  

The cheapest option moving forward is to keep the SKUD and 2.4 and introduce one 

new class like the Weta.  The goal of increasing fleets up to 32 nations will be reached 

much sooner if only one new class is introduced.  

 

We appreciate all the work you are putting into this difficult equipment selection 

process.  I hope you include 1’s and 2’s in a meaningful way moving forward as sports 

available for 1’s and 2’s are extremely limited. 

 

Yours Sincerely 

 

Tim Dempsey 

SKUD Sailor 

Auckland,  New Zealand 

 



PWS Equipment Evaluation summary 
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 Many see it as the 49er of the Paralympic fleet. 

 Caters for the widest range of disabilities, 1’s & 2’s on helm, 3’s -7’s crewing.  

No other boat can cater for every disability! 

 Proven safety record for 1’s and 2’s. 

 Much safer for 1’s and 2’s as a more able person is onboard. 

 Can be sailed by 2 or 3 people 

 Ability for coach to be on board allowing novice sailors the opportunity to 

experience sailing an exciting, fast, modern boat.  

 Can be sailed by disabled and/or able-bodied sailors. 

 Can be ramp launched. 

 Country gennakers makes it easy for spectators to identify boats. 



 With the gender requirement removed it will be much, much easier to put a 

team together. 

 With the gennaker and jib modified to furling option a much larger range of 

disabilities will be catered for, the furling changes will allow for 3’s to crew 

competitively. 

 Price has remained very stable for 10 years. 

 The secondhand market for both MK1 and 2 SKUD’s is becoming more 

established with developing nations able to start a programme relatively 

cheaply, especially if they start with MK1 boats.  

 

SKUD’s for developing Nations 

Daniel Fitzgibbon and myself have pledged that we will each donate a SKUD to a 

developing Nation if the SKUD remains a Paralympic Class. 

 

Most cost effective option  

The cheapest option moving forward is to keep the SKUD and 2.4 and introduce one 

new class like the Weta.  The goal of increasing fleets up to 32 nations will be reached 

much sooner if only one new class is introduced.  

 

We appreciate all the work you are putting into this difficult equipment selection 

process.  I hope you include 1’s and 2’s in a meaningful way moving forward as sports 

available for 1’s and 2’s are extremely limited. 

 

Yours Sincerely 

 

Tim Dempsey 

SKUD Sailor 

Auckland,  New Zealand 

 



19 May 2016 
 
 
Open letter to: 
World Sailing and Para World Sailing   
 
 
Dear World Sailing, Betsy and Para World Sailing Committee. 
 
Re: Sailing Equipment Evaluation. 
 
I appreciate the work and time you are all putting in to get sailing back into the 
Paralympics.  But sadly it seems the communication to sailors leading up to the Sailing 
Equipment Evaluation recently held in Garda was lacking with sailors not knowing it was 
happening until they turned up at the venue.  Also it has not been communicated how sailors 
that do not attend the regatta’s in Garda and Medemblik get to have their say or how they can 
try one of the proposed boats out.   Added to this, the entire process seems extremely rushed 
and appears to be being pushed through while many sailors are focused on the Rio 
Paralympics.   It seems to be a very closed process with only a few pre selected classes able to 
put their equipment forward with some given more time to prepare than others.  
  
Why do all the potential Paralympic classes have to be locked in 2 months after the Rio 
Paralympics?  Obviously PWS can’t wait too long to make decisions on new classes but let’s at 
least make sure they are robustly evaluated and raced in at least 1 regatta and in the top wind 
range first.    
  
The process seems a bit backwards should step one actually be to identify the sailors PWS is 
trying to cater for?  (Maybe you have done this but just not communicated it)   Is PWS aiming 
to cater for the same number of athletes as the Paralympics do at present?  Reading the media 
releases and making a few assumptions would make me think that you are looking at a total of 
3 classes the 2.4mR, a one person non technical class and a 2 person non technical class, is this 
correct?  Does PWS want/need to include a percentage of women?  Is there still a want/need 
to include 1’s and 2’s? (I will refer to 1’s and 2’s as TPA’s from here on).       
  
“Following feedback from the International Paralympic Committee (IPC), World Sailing and 
the Para World Sailing Committee made the decision to review the equipment used in the 
Paralympic classes.”  Published by PWS 8 May 2016.  So why has the 2.4mR seemingly been 
excluded from the review?  Surely if we are to have a complete and transparent evaluation 
then all 3 current Paralympic Classes should be included?  There is a lot of references to 
reducing the cost of the classes and the 2.4 certainly does not seem to be great value for 
money for a one person boat nor is it particularly appealing to the media and spectators, it’s 
also difficult to work on and not very easily launched off a boat ramp.  (No disrespect to the 
talented athletes that sail them) One would assume due to the lack of reference to the 2.4 that 
this means it has been selected already?   If this is the case it should be communicated how it 
meets the equipment evaluation criteria.   
  
 Sadly for the Sonar the logistics of transporting them takes that class out of contention.   
  
As for the SKUD which is the 49er of the Paralympic fleet and the only boat that is modern, 
safe and exciting for spectators, media and sailors.  This is the one boat you should be working 
hard to keep in the Paralympic mix.  If dropping the SKUD is such a great idea then perhaps 
the Olympics should replaced the 49er with an RS Feva which is a great boat and certainly 
much cheaper than a 49er.  



  
Don’t throw the SKUD out because it has not grown as fast as you think it should have, rather 
understand why the SKUD fleet has not grown as fast as it could have.  
  
From the outset the SKUD had the most restrictive criteria of any Olympic or Paralympic class 
in history imposed on it.  The two restrictive criteria being the gender requirement and the 
disability requirement.  Initially the disability requirement was set so high that it had to be 
relaxed to make it easier to put teams together.   Combined these two criteria have severely 
impeded the growth and development of the SKUD.  Despite the huge restrictions the SKUD 
has done remarkably well and has expanded to 18 countries, brought more women and 
sailors classified as TPA’s into Paralympic sailing.   
  
Yes the SKUD is a little more expensive that the likes of say the RS Venture but not as 
expensive as it is going to be for the 18 Countries that currently sail SKUD’s to sell their boats 
that will now be worthless and buy RS Ventures or the like.  Many countries have made huge 
investments into research and development which has lead to some great innovations that 
many other countries have copied, all this investment will now be lost as teams will have to 
start again with another class.  All this at a time when there is no sailing in the Paralympics 
and it is going to be extremely hard to raise funds to move to a class that has not and may not 
ever be in the Paralympics.  Rather than going back and starting from zero it would be much 
easier to drop one of the restrictive criteria from the SKUD and give the class the ability to 
expand on it’s current world-wide distribution.  There is also now a secondhand market for 
MK2 SKUD’s so emerging nations can enter the fleet without the need to purchase brand new 
boats, MK1’s are also available which are very affordable training boats.  Imagine how much 
bigger the second hand market would be if the SKUD had not been so restricted.   I have 
spoken to the manufacturer and he is prepared to look at the cost structure of the boat to 
make them more affordable.       
  
From a logistics point of view the SKUD is no more difficult to pack into a 20’ container than 
an RS Venture and takes up only slightly more room.  With the correct beach trolley/trailer a 
SKUD can be launched from a boat ramp.  The SKUD can easily be sailed by non disabled 
sailors or a mixed crew, it can be quickly and easily changed from “Paralympic Configuration” 
to an open configuration with crew on the trapeze or hiking in about 20 minutes.  It can even 
be sailed in a 3-person configuration.     
 

 
(Myself on the helm and Stephanie Hazard 2012 NZ Olympic sailor on the wire) 
 
The SKUD enables TPA’s and fully able sailors to compete together like never before.  The 
above photo shows how disabled and able-bodied sailors could in fact compete together in the 
Olympics and not actually look out of place! (Radical thinking that most are not ready for)  
 



  
The Weta and Windrider look like great options and multi hulls certainly are very popular at 
present.  The reality is that the Weta will capsize or pith pole at some point when raced at a 
high level.  I don’t know enough about the Windrider’s likelihood of capsize but it looks 
unlikely.  Capsizing should not be a deal breaker, it just means it is only suitable for those with 
minimal disabilities.  The Weta should not be dumbed down in the hope it will not capsize 
rather it should be sailed by those that can cope in a capsize situation.  So if the 2.4 and the 
Weta or Windrider or Hansa 303 featured in the mix sailors with a minimal disability would 
be well and truly covered.   So assuming you want to cater for TPA’s that only leaves them 
with 2 options the RS Venture or the Liberty.     
  
You are saying PWS wants to “widen the range of disabilities that are able to sail in the 
Paralympic classes” I can not see how the current line up of new boats achieves this any better 
than before and PWS seem to be neglecting TPA’s and certainly do not seem to be offering 
them many viable options apart from the Liberty.  TPA’s could sail Liberty’s but unless they 
have a separate division only a very limited few if any Servo/TPA sailors will be in the fleet at 
a Paralympic games as it is very hard to use winches to replicate the efficiency of someone 
who does not need to use them and can move their weight around in the boat.  
  
It seems no one has really thought through the configuration that the RS Venture is to sail 
in?  Who are you looking to cater for?  A TPA on the helm and a crew with minimal 
disability?  If so the crew will need to operate all of the control lines as most TPA’s do not have 
the ability to grip ropes and/or the strength to pull them.  In strong winds it will be difficult 
for the TPA to helm when on the leeward side, the boat will also be quite unbalanced if crew 
and helm are a different weight.  I have sailed a SKUD with a fixed seat and joystick steering 
and it is very uncomfortable and difficult to steer when the boat is heeled in strong winds.  Did 
any TPA’s sail in the RS Venture in Garda?  Has a TPA sailed one in 20knots or more?   I’m yet 
to be convinced that the RS Venture is a safe and viable option for TPA’s as I have heard one 
did capsize in a Regatta in Rutland 2 years ago.  I would however still be keen to try one out in 
New Zealand.  
  
I do not envy your job of getting sailing back in the Paralympics but please provide us all with 
more information of what is happening and what is planned and don’t rush this process 
through.  
  
I look forward to your response.   
  
  
Yours sincerely  
  
 
  
Tim Dempsey  
Auckland, New Zealand 
 


